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Issue Area: lutoeatic Data Processing (100).
Contact: Logistics and Communications Div.
Budget Function: National Defense: Department of Defense Military (except procurement & contracts) (051); Natural
Resources, BnvironBent. and Energy: Conservation and Land
nvironment, and
management (301), lNatural Resources,
(302).
Power
and
Energy: Water Resiources
organization Concerned: Department oS the Army: Corps of
Engineers, Port Worth, TX.
congressional Relevance: House Committee on Armed Services;
Senate Committee on Armed Services.
rsmy Corps of Engineers management Intormation
The U.S.
System (COEHIS) was reviewed to deter'ine the thoroughness of
the Department of Defense reappraisal of the COIEIS project and
the current status of the systems deTelopaaut and
implementation. COEHIS is intended to be a standardized cystes
to operate with four pria:ry subsystems: finance and accountlug,
personnel administration. resource allocation/project
was designed for use on
The systee
management, and real estaYi.
nine of the Corps'
at
the Honeywell G-437 computers located
Honeywvll G-225
with
regional iata processing installations,
lines to
telecommeaunications
computer terminals for access via
districtEs
the G-437 at other Corps' divisions and
Findings/Conclusions: The Department of Defense did not take
adequate action on an earlier GAO report which pointed out
potential problems with COEBIS. COBEIS is still in the process
the
of being modified to correct known deficiencies. Given
beyond
reached
be
may
limitations of the G-437 machine3, a point
will
COEBIS
to
which continuing modifications and augmentaticn
Recomsendations: Before buying new
be counterproductive.
equipaent, consideration should be given to a new design of
COEBIS to make it operational on modern computers using a
machine transferable data management system with inherent
capabilities, suca as update and query languages, and to make it
more fully responsive to user needs. (SC)
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The Honorable
The Secretary of Defens(
Dear

oMr.

Secretary:

We have recentl: completed a review of
the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers Management Information
System (COEMIS).
This work was performed under GAO code
941056.
We examined
various documents and reports and held
discussions with
responsible officials at Corps of Engineers
Headquarters
and within the South Pacific, Southwestern,
North Pacific,
and South Atlantic Divisions.
This review was to Jetermine the thoroughness
of the
Department of Defense reappraisal of the
COEMIS project and

the current status of the system's development
and implementation.
At the time of this review the Corps was
planning to
procure replacement hardware in 1978-80.
This replacement
is to occur before COEMIS is expected
to
in 1981. We believe that, before buying be fully operational
should be redesigned to function on more new equipment, COEMIS
ing a machine transferable data managementmodern equipment, ussystem, and be
Gore fully responsive to user needs.
THE COEMIS DEVELOPMENT
COEMIS is intended to be a standardized
system being
developed by the Corps for use by its
divisions
and districts
throughout the continental United States.
It
is
to operate with four primary subsystems--finance intended
and accounting, personnel administration, resource
allocation/project
management, and real estate.
The system
use on the Honeywell G-437 computers 1/ was designed for
located at nine of

1/ The Honeywell G-437 is no longer manufactured
is a practical limit beyond which additional and there
capacity
can be provided.
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the Corps' regional data processing installations.
The Corps'
divisions and districts not located.at
these centers generally
use Honeywell G-225 computer terminals
for access via telecommunciations lines to the G-437.
PRIOR REVIEW OF COEMIS
We previously reviewed the design and
development activities of the Col 3 in developing an integrated
automatic data
processing system, Which evolved into
COEMIS.
Based on that
review, we issued a report to the Secretary
of
Defense
entitled
"Problems i:n Developing the Corps of
Engineers' Automated Management Information System" (B-163074,
971).
In
that report we stated that considering Apr. 21,
the lack of a demonstration there was no assurance the system
could serve its purpose
d.Jequately for an extended period.
The report also stated
that the Corps did not follow certain
prescribed policies in
acquiring equipment for a prototype installation.
As a result
the project needed to ba reevalu",ted
to
reduce
the
risk of
implementing a system which would have
to be continually modified. At the time of our review, the
system impact of the
identified problems had not been assessed;
gested the Department of Defense reappraise therefore, we sugthe project before
additional eguipmnt was purchased.
INADEQUATE PLANNING AND M!ANAGEMENT
OF THE COEMiS DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION
In the report, we pointed out that if
the development environment was not changed, continued
modification would be
necessary. We also reported problems
in
procedures, and policies that could affectorganization, operating
system needs.
We believe the reappraisal we recommended
was not made
before COEMIS was approved in May i971.
COEMIS has been modified
numerous times since the prototype was
approved as the standard
system for the Corps in May 1971 (only
port), and additional computer equipment1 month after our rehas been procured.
At the time of our recent review, COEMIS
was still in the
process of being modified to correct
known deficiencies and
was being augmented by locally designed
computer programs to
meet regional information needs. This
was
with the finance and accounting subsystem. especially evident
The Office of the
Chief of Engineers was recently working
on
the
version. An appreciable number of modificationssubsystem's 21st
to this subsystem have had to be written to correct
problems which have
occurred when Lmplementing previous
modifications. These types
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of problems often occur in computer programs with interrelationships so cLmplex that changes maJe to correct problems in one
program adversely affect other programs.
In addition, the COEMIS development, which was initiated
Four years
in 1966 had an estimated completion date of 1971.
The current
later the system was not yet fully operational.
estimate for completion of three of the four COEMIS subsystems
is the end of 19 7. The fourth subsystem pertaining to real
estate has been deferred, pending a computer mainframe change.
The deferral decision was apparently made after presentation
of our preliminary findings to the Corps.
The Corps had not prepared an official document identifying the additional costs for the continued development anc.
implementation of the system; however, a Corps official esa-imated the additional cost will be $10 million, excluding
maintenance, to make the system completely operational by 1981.
MEETING USER NEEDS AT THE DIVISION
AND ODISTRICT LEVELS OF THE CORPS 6F ENGINErRS
During this review, we found indications that (1) problems
previously repc.ted in impleme'nting some of the COEMIS subsystems continue and (2) a nuimber of userL, told us that they
However,
were not receiving adequate management information.
the COEMIS subsystems have not been in operation long enough
for us to evaluate fully their adequacy, or to determine
whether the complaints were justified.
The issue is whether user needs at the division and district levels of the Corps, which should be satisfied by COEMIS
standard programs, are being met by local computer programs.
INSUFFICIENT CAPACITY OF COMPUTER HARDWARE
TO HANDLE INTENDED APPLICATIONS
on the Honeywell G-437
COEMIS ,as intended to be use
computers located at its nine data processing installations.
Some of the divisions were approaching saturation on their
G-437 computers with only partial implementation of the
finance and accounting and personnel administration subsystems.
The problem of equipment saturation, experienced by COEMIS,
was related to the premature acquisition of equipment, before
user needs were effectively translated into automated data
processing requirements.
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The Corps has been aware of the problem of system
saturation for some time. In 1971 an analysis of processing
time by the Southwestern Division showed the finance and
accounting subsystem Could barely be processed on its G-437
computer and additional applications would be almost impossible. This problem was also identified in the 1974
Department of the Army report entitled "Review ,of Computer
Applications and Programs" (ROCAP). Several alternatives
were discussed in the report, but the Army decided the use of
hardware enhancements would be sufficient to reduce the
severity of the saturation problem if COEMIS were modified in
scope.
Although the impact of placing the other subsystems on
the division computers was unknown, some Corps officials
believed system saturation was imminent due to the 'ncreased
information demands on the system. According to a Corpr
official, the Office of the Chief of Engineers had awarded a
contract to develop procedures to improve the efficiency
of COEMIS, including reducinc the saturation problem.
POTENTIAL PROBLEMS IN COMPLYING WITH
FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SESEQUENT
COMPUTER SYSTEM CONVERISION3
Federal agencies are required to follow, to the extent
possible, competitive procurement policy when obtaining computer
hardware. This is stated in Federal Management Circular 74-5,
which requires that systems specifications be designed to insure
free and open competition to all respc.1sible suppliers, manufacturers, and vendors. In addition, Federal Property Management Regulation 101-32.4 requires agencies to obtain full and
complete competition in all automated data processing acquisitions, including the renewal of leases and purchases of
installed and leased equipment. We believe the method by which
the Corps has been managing the development and implementation
of COEMIS will fo,rce it into a position whereby it would De
impractical to comply with these requirements for its planned
procurement of replacement hardware during the period fiscal
years 1978 to 1980.
The 1974 ROCAP study indicated that COEMIS is essentially
dependent on the Honeywell G-437. The study stated that the
business oriented programming language (Integrated Data Store
or IDS-COBOL) is designed specifically for the Honeywell equip-

ment and '* * * reprogramming for other equipment would require
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tremendous effort and costs."
For this reason, the work.oad
would have to be shifted to another
cials of the Honeywell Corporation Honeywell system. Otfilanguage is dependent on Honeyweli told us the IDS 'rogramming
computers and CO£MIS uses
IDS in managing its data file structures.
We believe the
problem of machine dependency becrmes
a more serious issue
as saturation approaches.
The difficulty to convert to another
manufacturers computer increases,
because of the pressing
short-term need to process the additional
workload on compatible equipment. As a result, it
may
become
more economical
and efficient to retain the present
vendor, to the detriment
of competitive procurement.
IDS is a member of a class of supervisory
software called
data base management systems. The
data
base
management
system
provides for access to and control
of the data base and its
data files and records. In addition,
a data base mar.agement
system or language can include the
capability
to provide the
nonprogrammer user with data update
and query abilities without having to rely upor! a computer
programmer to make the
update or make the query.
A limitation of IDS is that it does
not have inherent
language capabilities for modifying
a file with the latest
transa.Aion (update) and for inquiry
into a file (query).
These functions require additional
computer
The use of IDS resulted in the development programming.
of common business
language (COBOL) programs for CORMIS
for
update
and/or query
that would not necessarily be required
with
other
data
management systems, thus avoiding
the
cost
and
time
inn lved
in such programming.
We are aware that at least one proprietary
data management
system is available to accept an
IDS
data
base
from Honeywell
computers for use on another brand
of
computers.
This capability would allow for limited competition
in
new
procurement.
However, the data base management
system
does
not
provide
for
update and query for the nonprogrammer
as an inherent part of
the system or its language.
In our following discussion, we
transferable data management system use the term machine
or language to indicate a
specific class of language that
can
be readily recoded and/or
reconmpiled on two or more general
purpose computers.
The
opposite class would be called machine
dependent..
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We addressed the problem of machine dependent software
in
our report to the Committee on Appropriations, House
of
Representatives, entitled "Problems in the Acquisition
of Standard
Computers for the Wotld-Wide Military Command and Control
System"
(B-163074, Dec. 29, 1970). Specifically, we suggested
that
automated data processing planners consider advances
in
computer
software technology, such as machine
idependent (transferable)
data management systems, We stressed that these data
systems would allow competitive acquisition of computermanagement
equipment for future Leauiremenlts as the modernization
program
tinues, regardless of which manufacturer won the initial concompetition.
In a subsequent letter report to the Secretary of Defense
(B-163074, July 21, 1975) on the World-Wide Military
Command
and Control System, we reaffirmed our position on the
issue
of machine transferability.
In that letter report we noted
that the data management system for the World-Wide
Military
Command and Control System was primarily machine (Honeywell)
dependent and that further investment in that system
would
compound the problem ot obiining competition for future
procurement of equipment.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION
The Department of Defense did not take adequate corrective
action on our April 21, 1971, report which pointed
out potential
problems with COEMIS.
Since the prototype was approved in
May 1971 as the standard system for the Corps, COEMIS
has been
modified numerous times.
It is still in the process of being
modified to correct known deficiencies.
Given the limitations of the Honeywell G-437 machines,
we
believe that a point may be reached beyond which continuing
modifications and augmentation to COEMIS will be counterproductive. If so, a new COEMIS design and/or new computers
with
greater capacity could prove more cost effective for
the Corps
over the long term.
If the development of COEMIS was accomplished on a
modern computer system using
a machine transferable data more
management system, then future compuiter procurement could
involve
competition between a number of vendors. The use of
a machine
transferable data management system not requiring extensive
higher level computer language coding for update and
query
also enhance the development of COEMIS for the nonprogrammercould
user and would be compatible with modern concepts.
The key point concerning coding is the convenience
of the
nonprogrammer user who is query oriented and prefers
a
simple
command language to meet his needs in answering a query.
Such
6
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commands are available primarily in a data management system
that does not require extensive higher level computer language
coding for update and query.
More modern data processing network concepts should be
explored before expanding every existing COEMIS computer
installation. For example, one conceptual alternative for the
1978 to 1980 time frame could be a design based on east and west
regional data processing centers with minicomputers and remote
terminals for the Corps' divisions and districts. This type of
network environment could readily support interactive processing.
We believe that future developments of COEMIS, such as
the planned procurement of replacement hardware, should be
accomplished on a "fly before you buy" basis. Our reasoning
is that problems, such as the current capacity limitations
in the G-437 machines, should not be permitted to recur in the
planned computer acquisit4'on.
We agree with the actions taken by the Corps to defer
development of the real estate subsystem of COEMIS. We believe
that full reevaluation of COEMIS should be made with the objective
of developing a formal and comprehensive plan specifically
addressing
-- actual versus planned project milestones and costs
for COEMIS development;
-- the adequacy of CCEMIIS in providing the Corps' divisions
and districts with the information they need to etfectively manage their activities;
-- the effects of computer system saturation on the longrange prospects fDr full implementation of CGEMIS;
-- the need for actions to place the Corps in a position
to obtain effective competition for future procurements
of replacement hardware; and
-- alternate system designs for future COEMIS, such as
east and west regional dVita processing centers instead
of nine regional data processing facilities.
In conjunction with these efforts, we recommend that consideration
be given to a new design of COEMIS to make it operational on
modern computers using a machine transferable data management
system with inherent capabilities, such as update and query
languages, and be more fully responsive to user needs.
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This report contains a recommendation which, as y

L.

know,

is subject to section 236 of the Legislative Reorginization

Act of 1970. This section of the act requires the head of a
Federal agency to submit a written statement on actions taken
on our recommendations to the House and Senate Committees on
Government Operations not later than 60 days after the date
of the report and the House and Senate Comnmittees on Appropriations with the agency's first request for ippropriations made
more than 60 days after the date of the report.
If you wish to obtain more specific information or have
questions concerning any aspects of this letter, please contact
Mr. C. O. Smith, Assistant Director, on 275-6042.
Copies of this repcrt are being sent to the House and Senate
Committees on Appropriations; the Fou3e and Senate Committees
on Government Operations; and the House and Senate Committees
on Armed Services. Copies of this report are also being provided to the Fecretary of the Army and the Chief of Engineers,
U.S. Army.
Sincerely yours,

Fred J. Safer
Director
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